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Abstrat: In this artile, we desribe a gas portfolio management problem, whih is solved with
the SDDP (Stohasti Dual Dynami Programming) algorithm. We present some improvements of
this algorithm and fous on methods of pruning Benders' uts, that is to say, methods of piking
out the most relevant uts among those whih have been omputed. Our territory algorithm allows
a quik seletion and a great redution of the number of uts. Our seond method only deletes uts
whih do not ontribute to the approximation of the value funtion, thanks to a test of usefulness.
Numerial results are presented.
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Deux méthodes d'élagage de oupes de Benders et leur
appliation à la gestion d'un portefeuille gazier
Résumé : Dans et artile, nous dérivons un problème de gestion d'un portefeuille gazier,
résolu ave l'algorithme SDDP (Stohasti Dual Dynami Programming). Nous présentons
quelques améliorations de ette algorithme et nous nous onentrons sur des méthodes d'élagage
des oupes de Benders, 'est-à-dire, des méthodes pour séletionner les oupes les plus pertinentes
parmi elles déjà alulées. Notre algorithme des territoires permet une séletion rapide et une
grande rédution du nombre de oupes. Notre seonde méthode ne supprime que les oupes
qui ne ontribuent pas à l'approximation de la fontion valeur, à l'aide d'un test d'utilité. Nous
présentons des résultats numériques.
Mots-lés : Algorithme SDDP, programmation stohastique, gestion énergétique, méthodes
d'élagage, oupes de Benders.
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1 Introdution
The management of a gas portfolio is a major optimization problem whih arises in an unertain
environment, sine gas onsumption and pries are random. The goal of the problem is to
minimize the osts required to supply gas on dierent zones of onsumption, eah day of the
year. The gas omes from delivery ontrats and the demand an be regulated thanks to gas
storages. Over one year, the total amount of gas bought on eah ontrat is limited. This
onstraint, as well as the level of eah storage, introdue a strong link between the deisions
taken at eah time step. This link will be taken into aount thanks to a high-dimensional state
variable.
In this artile, we rst give a simple formulation of this problem as a multi-stage stohasti
linear problem and we give a desription of the SDDP algorithm [4, 16℄ used to solve the problem.
This well-known algorithm approximates the value funtion with the supremum of ane funtions
alled Benders' uts or optimality uts. It has been mainly used in energy management and is
still atively studied [8℄.
Seondly, we fous on methods of piking out the most relevant optimality uts among those
generated by the algorithm. Indeed, the rst uts whih are omputed may beome obsolete
after a few iterations. Though they do not ontribute to the urrent approximation of the value
funtion, they slow down the exeution of the algorithm. Thus, there is a need to prune the set
of optimality uts.
This question has not been muh adressed in the stohasti programming literature. In the
regularized deomposition method desribed in [18℄, only the ative uts are seleted, that is to
say, those having a positive Lagrange multiplier assoiated at the last iteration of the algorithm.
This method an be used for multi-stage problems if we onsider the value funtions assoiated
with eah node of the senario tree, as in [19℄. In our study, thanks to the stagewise indepene of
the random variable, we only need to desribe one value funtion for eah time step. Therefore,
the ative uts of the value funtion may dier from one realization of the demand to another
and the method annot be applied in this situation. The problem of ut seletion has been
reently studied in the framework of max-plus based approximation methods [12℄. Similarly to
SDDP, these methods approximate the value funtion of a nonlinear optimal ontrol problem
by a supremum of basis funtions. In this ase, the basis funtions are quadrati funtions.
Pruning methods of these basis funtions, dierent from ours, have been proposed in [15℄ and
more reently in [14℄.
In a reent preprint [10℄, de Matos, Philpott, and Finardi desribe a heuristi to selet
optimality uts alled the Level 1 Dominane. Before solving a linear program, they selet the
uts to be used. Considering a set of points (xi)i=1,...,K , they only keep the uts whih dominate
the others on at least one point xi. Our territory algorithm uses the same heuristi to delete
denitively uts previously generated.
1
It fastens the solving of the problem and avoids exeeding
the storage spae apaity of the omputer with a useless aumulation of uts. However, the
territory algorithm may delete some useful uts. Our seond method ombines the territory
algorithm with a test of usefulness, whih examines if a given ut brings information. This
method avoids a damaging of the approximation of the value funtion.
The aim of the artile is to show the interest of pruning methods, thanks to simulations on a
real-world problem. The territory algorithm allows a quik seletion of the uts and a redution
by a fator of 10 of the number of uts. Although our seond method is slow, it does not damage
the approximation of the value funtion and shows that a redution by a fator 5 is reahable.
We observe that the time needed to realise forward passes is redued by a fator 3 when the
1
This algorithm was presented for the rst time in 2007 at the ROADEF ongress by David Game and
Guillaume Le Roy (GDF-Suez).
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territory algorithm is applied.
The organisation of the artile is as follows. We desribe the problem in setion 2 and give a
mathematial formulation of it in setion 3. In setion 4, we desribe the SDDP algorithm and
in setion 5, we give a short review of omputational improvements with preise referenes. In
setion 6, we desribe the territory algorithm and the test of usefulness. In setion 7, we provide
some numerial results with a test ase with a high-dimensional state spae of dimension 19.
2 Gas portfolio management
2.1 General desription of assets
In this part, we desribe in general terms the gas assets of our problem. The gas network is
omposed of a set of balaning zones, representing geographi plaes of onsumption. All the
balaning zones are linked by pipes, and their gas inows and outows must be equal in order
to satisfy the demand. To that purpose, various assets an be used.
Figure 1: An example of Gas Network
Long-term (LT) delivery ontrats They are usually signed for periods up to 20 or 30
years and inlude take-or-pay lauses (ToP): the buyer agrees to buy a minimum amount of gas
at one or several delivery points during pre-speied periods of time (annual/quarterly/monthly
onstraints). This allows the seller to hedge his volume-risk and to pay o and seure huge invest-
ments in prodution elds. Minimal amounts of delivered gas per period are hard onstraints:
violating suh a onstraint would lead to nanial penalization and unused gas would be lost. In
exhange, to redue his volume-risk, the seller guarantees a ompetitive prie for the gas sold.
These ontrats an be seen as a swap of volume-risk against prie-risk.
Inria
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Storages In general, the gas available from LT ontrats is not suient to fae winter on-
sumption peaks. On the ontrary, when the demand is low in summer, take-or-pay lauses are
suh that the minimal gas deliveries are higher than the onsumption. This lak of exibility an
be ounterbalaned by storage failities whih deal with the strong seasonality of the demand:
storages are lled in summer, when the onsumption is low. In winter, they provide an additional
resoure to satisfy high loads, thus preventing alls to the market when pries are expeted to
get very high. Storages are mainly of two types: aquifers and salt averns. Aquifers typially
have high apaities but lower injetion and extration rates. They are used to smooth the load
annual seasonality. By ontrast, salt averns have low apaity but higher delivery rates and
may be used to over peak loads or to perform daily arbitrages on the market.
Markets Spot market plaes are named hubs. Physial hubs represent a big interonnetion
point between several gas assets. Virtual hubs are parts of the network on whih exhange points
ould not be identied. We an mention an English virtual hub, the National Balaning Point,
and the Belgium physial hub Zeebrugge.
2.2 Optimization variables and onstraints
We desribe in this part the gas portfolio problem. From the point of view of the operational gas
portfolio manager, the main unertainty omes from the onsumption level. Its main objetive
is to balane supply and demand whatever the demand is. This is why we onsider pries as
deterministi and why we do not take into aount the markets in the optimization problem.
2.2.1 Data
In this setion, we use the following notations:
t time index
T horizon of the problem
S set of storages s
A set of ontrats a
Z set of balaning zones z
SZ(z) set of storages linked with zone z
AZ(z) set of ontrats delivering gas on zone z
I(a) set of quotas i of ontrat a[
ba,i, ea,i
]
time period of quota i (whih is assoiated to ontrat a)
dzt demand of gas on zone z at time t
dt demand vetor at time t.
The stohasti proess assoiated with the demand and the deision proess will be desribed in
setion 3. For the moment, we simply desribe the variables and the onstraints involved for one
partiular realization of the demand.
2.2.2 Variables
State variables The state variable is denoted by xt. It is omposed of the following assets:
xst level of storage s at time t
xa,it umulated gas quantity used from the beginning of quota i
of ontrat a until time t.
(1)
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Deision variables The deision variables are the following:
injst injetion in eah storage s at time t
wthst withdrawal of eah storage s at time t
qat quantity bought on eah ontrat a at time t
transz,z
′
t quantity arried in the pipe from zone z to zone z
′
at time t
gz+t positive slak on zone z at time t
gz−t negative slak on zone z at time t.
(2)
Note that the slak variables will enable us to satisfy the supply-demand onstraint.
2.2.3 Constraints
Bounded exhanges All the exhanges, withdrawals, injetions, purhases and sells, are
bounded. The following bounds are dened for eah t ∈ [0, T − 1] as follows:
0 ≤ injst ≤ injst ∀s ∈ S,
0 ≤ wthst ≤ wth
s
t ∀s ∈ S,
qa
t
≤ qat ≤ qat ∀a ∈ A,
0 ≤ transz,z′t ≤ transz,z
′
t ∀z, z′ ∈ Z,
0 ≤ gz+t ∀z ∈ Z,
0 ≤ gz−t ∀z ∈ Z.
(3)
Note that the upper bounds on injetions and withdrawals are approximate: they should depend
on the storage level. Indeed, the higher the level of storage is, the higher the apaity of with-
drawal is. However, this simpliation enables us to keep the onvexity of the problem, whih is
a key hypothesis of the SDDP algorithm. Let us mention that qa
t
and qat have the same sign and
an be negative (that is to say, we an sell gas on ontrats for whih qat < 0).
Supply-demand onstraint On eah zone z ∈ Z, at eah time t ∈ [0, T − 1], the equilibrium
onstraint is given by∑
s∈SZ(z)
(wthst − injst ) +
∑
a∈AZ(z)
qat +
∑
z′∈Z
z′ 6=z
transz
′,z
t = d
z
t + g
z+
t − gz−t +
∑
z′∈Z
z′ 6=z
transz,z
′
t . (4)
Dynami of the state variables The evolution of the storages is desribed by
xst+1 = x
s
t + inj
s
t − wthst , ∀s ∈ S, ∀t ∈ [0, T − 1], (5)
and the initial level xs0 is given, for all s in S. The evolution of the gas ontrats is desribed by
xa,it+1 = x
a,i
t + q
a
t , ∀a ∈ A, ∀i ∈ I(a), ∀t ∈ [ba,i, ea,i − 1], (6)
xa,i
ba,i
= 0, ∀a ∈ A, ∀i ∈ I(a). (7)
State onstraints All the storage levels and all the umulated levels on the long term ontrats
are upper and lower bounded as follows:{
xst ≤ xst ≤ xst ∀s ∈ S, ∀t ∈ [1, T ],
xa,it ≤ xa,it ≤ xa,it ∀a ∈ A, ∀i ∈ I(a), ∀t ∈ [ba,i, ea,i].
(8)
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Originally, these bounds are given for some partiular time steps. For the long term ontrats,
we only have a lower and an upper bound at the end of eah quota, at time ea,i, and the initial
state at time ba,i. Constraints (8) also inlude onstraints (7). For a storage s, a lower bound
is 0 and an upper bound is Cs, the apaity of the storage. Additionnal bounds (from physial
onstraints) are given by the storage manager.
All these onstraints must be antiipated, beause the exhanges of gas are themselves
bounded. For instane, for storage s, at time T−1, the level must be at least equal to xsT−injT−1s ,
otherwise it is impossible to injet enough gas to satisfy the nal onstraint. We an ompute
minimal state onstraints so that for eah feasible state at time t, for eah demand dt, there exists
a deision whih leads to a feasible state at time t + 1. We do not desribe the omputation of
these state onstraints. Note that the slak variables allow to satisfy the equilibrium onstraint
whatever the demand is.
2.2.4 Cost
The daily ost depends linearly on all the deision variables. The total ost assoiated with the
senario of demand (d0, .., dT−1) is
T−1∑
t=0
(∑
s∈S
(pwthst .wth
s
t + pinj
s
t .inj
s
t ) +
∑
a∈A
pqat .q
a
t (9)
+
∑
z,z′∈Z
ptransz,z
′
t .trans
z,z′
t +
∑
z∈Z
(pgz+t .g
z+
t + pg
z−
t .g
z−
t )
)
,
where the unitary pries (pinjst , pwth
s
t , pq
a
t , ptrans
z′,z
t , pg
z+
t , and pg
z−
t ) are known and deter-
ministi. The daily ost does not depend on the state variables: this approximation is made to
keep the onvexity of the problem. Note that in pratie, pgz+t and pg
z−
t are hosen very high,
so that the slak variables are used ultimately.
3 Problem formulation
In this setion, we give a mathematial formulation of the gas supply problem introdued in
setion 2. The problem is desribed by a multistage stohasti linear program with relatively
omplete reourse. For surveys on stohasti programming, we refer to [6, 21℄.
Variables and onstraints Let us formalize the variables and the onstraints involved at
stage t of the global problem. We denote by:
 xt, the state variable, desribed by (1)
 ut, the ontrol variable, whih is the onatenation of inj
s
t , wth
s
t , q
a
t , trans
z,z′
t , g
z+
t and
gz−t , desribed by (2)
 dt, the demand of gas for the dierent zones.
We introdue the following notations for the onstraints:
 But ≤ bt, the onstraints on the ontrol variable ut, desribed by (3)
 Eut = dt, the balane between supply and demand given by (4)
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 xt+1 = xt +Atut, the dynami of the state xt given by (5) and (6)
 xt+1 ∈ Xt+1, the state onstraint at time t+1, whih must be antiipated at time t. Xt+1
is a polyhedron desribed by (8).
The part of the ost funtion assoiated to stage t is denoted by ctut. The parameter ct is dened
by (9).
Modelling of the demand For our problem, the unertain data is the demand dt of gas. It
is desribed by a stagewise independent stohasti proess: for two times t and t′ with 0 ≤ t <
t′ < T , the real random variables dt and dt′ are independent. In the sequel, we use the same
notation for a random variable and a partiular realization of this variable. The distintion will
be lear from the ontext. We onsider a disrete proess: for all t, dt takes its value in
Dt = {d1t , ..., dit, ..., dKt },
where K is the ardinal of Dt. The assoiated probabilities are denoted by p
1
t , ..., p
i
t, ..., p
K
t . We
denote by d[t] = (d0, ..., dt) the history of the proess until time t.
The set Dt is built from a set of onsumption senarios, whih an be historial senarios or
senarios obtained from a proper model. We assume that the demand has a normal distribution
at eah time step t. The mean value and the variane of the demand are estimated with the
senarios. We ompute Dt from a quantized grid of the standard normal law
2
.
Deision proess The demand is disovered gradually and the deision proess has the fol-
lowing form:
x0 −→ observation of d0 −→ deision of u1 −→ x1 −→ observation of d1 −→ ...
−→ xT−1 −→ observation of dT−1 −→ deision of uT−1 −→ xT .
The initial state x0 is known and the optimization variables ut and xt must be hosen in a non-
antiipative way: ut is seen as a stohasti proess ut(d[t]) and xt is seen as a stohasti proess
xt(d[t−1]). A rigourous formulation of the problem as a multistage stohasti linear program is
the following:
min E
(∑T−1
t=0 ctut(d[t])
)
.
xt+1(d[t]), ut(d[t]),
∀t ∈ {0, ..., T − 1},
s.t. xt+1(d[t]) = xt(d[t−1]) +Atut(d[t]),
But(d[t]) ≤ bt,
Eut(d[t]) = dt,
xt+1(d[t]) ∈ Xt+1,
∀t ∈ {0, ..., T },
(P)
The stohasti proess dt being disrete, problem P is nite-dimensional. However, sine the
number of variables inreases exponentially with the number of stages, it annot be solved di-
retly.
2
available at http://www.quantize.maths-.om/
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Dynami programming The SDDP algorithm uses dynami programming in order to de-
ompose the general problem into T sub-problems. Let us introdue two value funtions Vt(xt)
and Vt(xt, dt), dened reursively by, for all t in {0, ..., T − 1}, for all xt in Xt, and for all dt in
R,
VT (xT ) = 0, (10)
Vt(xt, dt) = min
ut, xt+1, s.t.
xt+1=xt+Atut,
But≤bt,
Eut=dt,
xt+1∈Xt+1,
ctut + Vt+1(xt+1), (11)
Vt(xt) =
K∑
i=1
pit Vt(xt, d
i
t). (12)
In the sequel, we will also use the notation V it (xt) = Vt(xt, d
i
t), for d
i
t in Dt. By onvention, we
set Vt(xt, dt) = Vt(xt) = +∞ if xt /∈ Xt. The value funtion Vt(xt) stands for the expeted value
of the problem from t to T before the observation of dt, given a state xt at time t. The value
funtion Vt(xt, dt) is the expeted value of the same problem, but knowing dt.
Proposition 1. The value funtions have nite values for all xt ∈ Xt and for all dt ∈ R.
Moreover, two stohasti proesses xt(d[t−1]) and ut(d[t]) are optimal solutions of P if and only
if, for all possible realizations of d(t), for all t, 0 ≤ t < T , (xt+1(d[t]), ut(d[t])) is an optimal
solution to problem (11).
Proof. The dynami programming priniple is well-known, see for example [6, equations 5.2,
5.3℄. The value funtions Vt and Vt depend respetively on (xt, dt) and xt only beause of the
stage-wise independene of the demand. Finally, the set Xt has been built in suh a way that
for all xt in Xt, problem (11) is feasible, whatever the demand dt, thanks to the slak variables.
The niteness of the value funtions follows by reursion.
A basi dynami programming approah onsists in disretizing the spae state and omputing
suessive approximations of the value funtions with equations (10-12). Then, proposition 1
provides a solution for all the possible realizations of the stohasti proess dt. However, the
number of disretization points inreases exponentially with the dimension of the state. This
fat is the well-known urse of dimensionality and prevents us from solving our problem with
suh an approah.
4 SDDP algorithm
General Priniple The SDDP algorithm stands on Benders' deomposition, proposed initially
in [2℄. Van Slyke and Wets used this tehnique to develop the L-Shaped method for two-stage
stohasti linear problems in [22℄ and Birge extended their method to multistage problems in [4℄.
Pereira and Pinto applied these tehniques in [16℄ to solve a problem of optimal sheduling of a
hydrothermal generating system and developed SDDP, the algorithm we used.
SDDP is an approximate dynami programming algorithm, based on the following two key
ideas.
 The value funtions Vt being onvex funtions of xt, one an ompute an outer approxi-
mation of these funtions by taking the supremum of a family of minoring ane funtions.
These ane funtions are alled optimality uts or Benders' uts.
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 At eah iteration, the algorithm generates a sequene of realisti states x∗t . Then, uts
are omputed in suh a way that they provide a good approximation of the value funtions
in the neighborhood of x∗t .
After k iterations, the algorithm has omputed k uts for the value funtion Vt, whih are denoted
by Hjt xt + h
j
t , and indexed by j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Thus, the orresponding outer approximation,
denoted by Vt is
Vt(xt) = max
1≤j≤k
{Hjt xt + hjt } ≤ Vt(xt).
The three steps of the k-th iteration of the algorithm are the following.
 Simulate one partiular realization d∗t of dt.
 Forward pass: for times t from 0 to T −1, ompute a sequene of states x∗t whih is optimal
for the approximate value funtions Vt and for the realization d∗t .
 Bakward pass: for times t from T −1 to 0, ompute an optimality ut Hkt xt+hkt , relevant
in the neighborhood of x∗t .
Let us desribe preisely the forward and bakward passes as well as the stopping riterion.
Forward pass Given a partiular realization d∗t of proess dt, we have to generate the orre-
sponding solutions u∗t and x
∗
t for the approximate value funtions Vt. One the solutions u∗0,
x∗1,...,u
∗
t−1, x
∗
t have been omputed, u
∗
t and x
∗
t+1 are solutions to the following problem:
min
ut, xt+1, s.t.
xt+1 = xt +Atut,
But ≤ bt,
Eut = dt,
xt+1 ∈ Xt+1,
ctut + Vt+1(xt+1), (Pt(xt, dt))
for xt = x
∗
t and dt = d
∗
t . This problem is equivalent to the following linear program:
min
ut, xt+1, v, s.t.
xt+1 = xt + Atut,
But ≤ bt,
Eut = dt,
xt+1 ∈ Xt+1,
1v ≥ Ht+1xt+1 + ht+1,
ctut + v,
where v is an additional variable whih stands for the expeted future ost and 1 is a olumn
vetor omposed of as many ones as optimality uts. The sequenes of states obtained at the
dierent iterations an be onsidered as realisti in so far as the approximations are getting
loser to the exat value funtions Vt. Moreover, the uts provide a good approximation of
the value funtion in the neighborhood of the points for whih they have been omputed. In a
way, the algorithm onentrates on the most probable areas of the state spae to improve the
approximation of the value funtions, where needed.
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Bakward pass First, let us justify the onvexity of the value funtions.
Lemma 2. For all t, 0 ≤ t < T , the value funtions Vt(xt, dt) and Vt(xt) are onvex funtions
of (xt, dt) and xt respetively.
Proof. We prove this lemma by bakward indution. The funtion VT (xT ) is onvex, being equal
to 0. Let t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , suppose that Vt(xt) is onvex. Then, Vt−1(xt−1, dt−1) is onvex, sine it is
the value of a onvex optimization problem (11) where (xt−1, dt−1) appears at the right-hand-side
of the onstraints. Then, Vt−1(xt−1) is onvex, as a sum of onvex funtions.
Now, let us x t, 0 ≤ t < T , and let us fous on the linear program Pt(xt, dt). It is
feasible, by onstrution of Xt. For onveniene, the linear onstraint xt+1 ∈ Xt+1 is denoted by
Gt+1xt+1 ≤ gt+1. We onsider the dual problem of Pt(xt, dt), with the variables π, β, ε, γ and
η.
max
π, β ≤ 0, ε, γ ≤ 0, η ≤ 0,
πAt + βB + εE = ct,
η1 = −1,
π + γGt+1 + ηHt+1 = 0,
πxt + βbt + εdt + γgt+1 − ηht+1. (Dt(xt, dt))
The important point in the expliit formulation of this dual problem is that the parameters xt
and dt do not appear in the onstraints. Indeed, as we already mentioned, the ost funtion (in
the primal problem) does not depend on the state variables. We denote by (πi, βi, εi, γi, ηi) an
optimal solution to the problem for xt = x
∗
t and dt = d
i
t and we denote by W
i
t (xt) the nite
value of the dual problem for dt = d
i
t and for a given value of xt.
Proposition 3. For all xt in Xt, the following inequalities hold:
W it (xt) ≥ πixt − πix∗t +W it (x∗t ), (13)
V it (xt) ≥W it (xt), (14)
Vt(xt) ≥
( K∑
i=1
pitπ
i
)
xt +
( K∑
i=1
pit
(− πix∗t +W it (x∗t ))). (15)
The rst inequality is tight for xt = x
∗
t .
Proof. Let xt ∈ Xt. As we mentioned, the onstraints of the dual problem Dt(xt, dt) remain the
same when the value of xt hanges. As a onsequene, the point (π
i, βi, εi, γi, ηi) is a feasible
point of the dual problem with dt = d
i
t whatever the value of xt. Therefore,
W it (xt) ≥ πixt + βibt + εidit + γigt+1 − ηiht+1
= πixt − πix∗t +W it (x∗t ),
whene inequality (13). Let us prove inequality (14). V it (xt) is the value of problem (11) and
we know from the linear programming theory that Pt(xt, dt) and its dual have the same value,
W it (xt). Problems (11) and Pt(xt, dt) have the same onstraints but the rst one has a greater
ost funtion, whene inequality (14). We nally obtain:
V(xt) =
K∑
i=1
pitV
i
t (xt) ≥
K∑
i=1
pitW
i
t (xt) ≥
( K∑
i=1
pitπ
i
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Hkt
xt +
( K∑
i=1
pit
(− πix∗t +W it (x∗t )))︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=hkt
,
whene inequality (15).
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Proposition 3 provides an expliit method to ompute a new optimality ut Hkt (xt) + h
k
t .
Notie that the omputation requires the resolution of the problem (Pt(xt, dt)) for theK possible
values of dt. Moreover, for the point x
∗
t , the equality H
k
t x
∗
t + h
k
t =
∑K
i=1 p
i
tW
i(x∗t ) holds, whih
means that the new ut has the highest possible value in x∗t , given the urrent approximation of
Vt+1.
Figure 2 illustrates how the T sub-problems exhange information during the forward and
bakward passes. The primal problem assoiated with stage t passes on the next state x∗t+1 to
stage t+ 1 whereas the dual problem passes on an optimality ut to stage t− 1.
Figure 2: A forward pass and a bakward pass
Stopping riterion We use the riterion desribed in [16℄. It onsists in omputing a lower
bound and an upper one of the value V0(x0) of problem P . A lower bound v is diretly obtained
with V0(x0). A relevant upper bound of V0(x0) ould be the mean ost of the strategy dened
by the approximate value funtions Vt. To ompute this bound, we should solve the problems
Pt(xt, dt) for all the possible senarios of demand dt, whih is impossible. Instead, we an
ompute a ondene interval of this upper bound with a Monte-Carlo method. We x a number
N suiently large, we simulate N realizations of dt. We solve the assoiated approximate
solutions and osts with problems Pt(xt, dt). We denote respetively by v and σ the mean value
and the standard deviation of the N obtained osts. The value v is alled forward ost. We
ompute the 95% ondene interval given by[
v − 1, 96σ√
N
, v +
1, 96σ√
N
]
.
Then, the riterion is the following: stop the algorithm when v belongs the ondene algorithm.
This test must be regularly performed during the algorithm.
Convergene It is proved in [6, hapter 7, theorem 1℄ and [17℄ that the SDDP algorithm
onverges in a nite time to an optimal solution. The proof relies on the fat that there is only
a nite number of optimality uts. See also [1℄ for a proof of onvergene in a more general ase
and [20℄ for a statistial analysis of the onvergene of the algorithm and a ritiism of the above
stopping riterion (remark 1).
5 Review of omputational improvements
Stohasti programming tehniques have been widely studied in literature and numerous en-
hanements have been designed for various stohasti problems. In this setion, we give a short
review of some of the enhanements that were proposed. We do not aim at being exhaustive
but we try to onfront them to our partiular problem. We refer to [6℄ for a survey on these
tehniques.
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Similarities of sub-problems During the bakward pass, at stage t, one has to solve K very
similar problems, sine the onstraint of equilibrium between supply and demand, Eut = dt is
the only one to hange. Tehniques have been proposed to redue the number of simplex pivots
required to solve linear programs diering only on the right-hand-side of the onstraints . We
refer again to [6, setion 5.6℄ for more details.
For our appliation, we used a ommerial solver, CPLEX. The software inludes eient
tehniques of hot starts, reduing onsiderably the number of simplex pivots. Roughly speaking,
in the bakward pass, when the value of dt hanges, the solver initializes the simplex algorithm
with the previous optimal simplex basis.
Initialization of the algorithm For our problem, the stohasti data appear linearly at the
right-hand side of the onstraints only. As we mentioned in lemma 2, the intermediate value
funtions Vt(xt, dt) are onvex with respet to xt and dt simultaneaously. In this ase, one an
obtain a lower bound of the value funtions Vt(xt) by solving rst the problem where the demand
is taken equal to its mean value
∑K
i=1 p
i
td
i
t. The problem obtained is deterministi and an be
aurately solved with forward and bakward passes. Denoting by V˜t(xt) the assoiated value
funtions, the following inequality:
V˜t(xt) ≤ Vt(xt), ∀t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, ∀xt,
holds and an be shown by bakward reursion, by using Jensen's inequality. Therefore, the
optimality uts omputed for the deterministi problem remain valid for the stohasti problem.
These uts enable us to redue the number of iterations needed to reah onvergene. A omplete
proof of this property an be found in [3℄. The tehnique was also used suessfully in [11℄.
For our appliation, this initialization proved eient and allows an important dereasing of
the forward ost.
Sequening protools The algorithm we desribed is known as the fast-forward, fast-bak
proedure. Roughly speaking, one iteration of our algorithm goes from stage 0 to stage T − 1 in
the forward pass, then it goes from stage T − 1 to stage 0 in the bakward pass. The forward
rst proedure goes from stage t to stage t−1 only when the solutions of the problem for stages
t,..., T − 1 are optimal. The bakward-rst proedure goes from stage t to stage t + 1 only
when the solutions of the problem for stages 0,..., t are optimal (for the urrent approximation
of the value funtion at time t).
We followed the onlusions of the numerial results of Gassmann [13℄, showing that the
fast-forward fast-bak proedure was more eient.
Sampling The SDDP algorithm belongs to the broad lass of sampling algorithms in so far as
it works with only a small part of the set of all the possible realizations of the stohasti proess
dt. The senarios involved are those obtained after the forward pass. In [11℄, Donohue and
Birge developed the Abridged Nested Deomposition algorithm, whih uses more representative
realizations of the stohasti proess in the forward pass. Let us also mention the Cutting-Plane
and Partial-Sampling algorithm of Chen and Powell [9℄ and the Dynami Outer Approximation
Sampling Algorithms of Philpott and Guan [17℄, whih use sampling to avoid the resolution of
all the K subproblems at eah stage in the bakward pass.
We have not tested these tehniques.
Multiuts This tehnique was proposed by Birge and Louveaux in [7℄. In our desription of
the algorithm, we solve in the bakward pass all the problems assoiated with the dierent values
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of dt, to obtain an optimality ut of the value funtion V
i
t (xt) for all i, following proposition 3.
Then, we only keep the mean value of these uts, whih is a ut for the value funtion Vt(xt).
On the ontrary, the idea of the multiut algorithm is to keep in memory all the intermediate
uts. We denote them by Hj,it xt + h
j,i
t , the new problems to solve are the following:
min
ut, xt+1, v
xt+1=xt+Atut,
But≤bt,
Eut=dt,
xt+1∈Xt+1
vi ≥ Hit+1xt+1 + hit+1, ∀i
ctut +
K∑
i=1
pitv
i. (16)
With this method, we obtain a better approximation of the value funtions. On the other hand,
the number of optimality uts is multiplied by K.
This tehnique ould not be tested for our appliation problem, given that it requires a too
wide spae memory. On the ontrary, we tried to limit the number of optimality uts.
Parallelization SDDP an be eiently parallelized. A rst approah onsists in realizing
several forward and bakward passes on dierent proessors. Another approah onsists in par-
titioning the time period. Eah proessor solves the problems assoiated to the stages of one
subset of the partition. It is then possible to launh a new iteration of the algorithm even if the
previous one is not nished yet. We refer to [5, 19℄ for details.
We have not tested suh tehniques.
6 Pruning optimality uts
While the algorithm is running, the number of optimality uts inreases. Optimality uts om-
puted during the rst iterations of the algorithm an quikly beome obsolete, espeially the
ones assoiated with the rst stages, beause they are obtained with a very bad approximation
of the value funtions. The aumulation of uts an be penalizing for two reasons. First, if the
number of iterations to reah the onvergene is high, one risks exeeding the apaity of the
storage spae. Moreover, it slows down the solving of linear programs. In this setion, we deal
with the question of piking out the optimality uts whih an be onsidered as relevant.
Given an approximation Vt(x) = maxkHkt x+ hkt , we say that one ut j is useless if for all x
in Xt,
Hjt x+ h
j
t ≤ max
k,k 6=j
[Hkt x+ h
k
t ], (17)
or, equivalently, if
Vt(x) = max
k,k 6=j
[Hkt x+ h
k
t ]. (18)
If a given ut j is useless, we an remove it from the set optimality uts without without damaging
the approximation of the value funtion Vt. On gure 3, ut 1 is useless, while the others are
useful.
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Figure 3: Cut 1 is useless.
Figure 4: Test of usefulness for ut 0.
Test of usefulness A rst proposition to determine if a ut j is useless onsists in solving the
following linear program, that we all test of usefulness :
max
x∈Xt
[
Hjt x+ h
j
t − max
k,k 6=j
[Hkt x+ h
k
t ]
]
(19)
= max
x∈Xt
min
k,k 6=j
[Hjt x+ h
j
t −Hkt x− hkt ] (20)
= max
x ∈ Xt, y ∈ R
y ≤ (Hjt −Hkt )x+ (hjt − hkt ),
∀k, k 6= j
y. (21)
The ut is useless if and only if the solution y is non-positive. It should then be deleted. On
the ontrary, if the value of y is high, it means that the examined ut widely ontributes to
the approximation of the value funtion. Notie that in our ase, Xt is bounded and thus, the
problem has a nite value. Figure 4 shows the solution (x, y) to the linear program for ut 0.
The test of usefulness provides us with an exat method to determine if a ut is useless, with
one linear program. However, it is impossible to perform this test for all the optimality uts at
eah iteration of the algorithm, this would take too muh time.
Territory algorithm In [15℄, the value of the test of usefulness is desribed as the importane
metri (see their problem (10), whih is equivalent to our problem (21)). Let us mention that
in [14, setion 6℄, the number of uts to selet is xed and the problem of pruning is formulated
as a ombinatorial optimization problem. Dierent methods are tested.
Our approah here is dierent, in so far as we do not x the number of seleted uts. Our
territory algorithm enables us to selet the uts whih are potentially useless. In the test of
usefulness, we test for all the points of Xt if a given ut is above or under the other ones. The
idea here is to perform the same kind of test for a disrete set of points of Xt. The method
onsists in assoiating with eah ut j a set of points of Xt, denoted by P
j
t suh as for all x in
P jt , for all ut k, H
j
t x + h
j
t ≥ Hkt x + hkt . This set of points is what we all a territory : an area
of Xt where ut j is higher than the other ones. When a ut j is omputed for a point xt, the
algorithm is the following:
 Set P jt = {xt}.
 Searh for the ut k whih maximizes Hkt xt + h
k
t . If H
k
t xt + h
k
t > H
j
t xt + h
j
t , then do:
 P jt ← ∅
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 P kt ← P kt ∪ {xt}
 For all ut k, for all x in P kt , if H
j
t x+ h
j
t > H
k
t x+ h
k
t , then do:
 P jt ← P jt ∪ {x}
 P kt ← P kt \{x}
 If for some ut k, P kt = ∅, then remove ut k from the set of optimality uts.
This heuristi selets the same uts as the Level 1 strategy of de Matos et al. [10, setion 4.2℄.
It is lear from the denition of a useless ut that if the territory algorithm is performed, a
useless ut j has an empty set of points P jt and is diretly deleted. However, some useful uts
an also be suppressed by the algorithm. This happens if for a given ut j,
for all k 6= j, for all x in P kt , Hjt x+ hjt < Hkt x+ hkt ,
there exists x in Xt suh as H
j
t x+ h
j
t ≥ max
k,k 6=j
[Hkt x+ h
k
t ].
However, in suh a situation, it is possible that the algorithm omputes again a ut whih
has been eliminated previously, with another point assoiated. As a onsequene, the territory
algorithm does not prevent SDDP from onverging. Notie that the total number of points in
the territories P jt inreases throughout the algorithm, therefore, the test beomes more and more
preise.
The advantages of this method are the following:
 the seletion of the uts to be removed is very simple and does not take muh time
 the method fouses on uts whih are useful in a realisti area of Xt, sine the points of
the territories are obtained with forward passes.
Figure 5 shows optimality uts with their territories. In gures 6 and 7, a point x of the
territory of ut 1 is transfered to another ut, ut 3. In the ase illustrated by gure 7, if x was
the only point of the territory of ut 1, the territory algorithm would eliminate this ut, whereas
it ontributed to the approximation of the value funtion, represented in bold on the gure.
A ombination of the test of usefulness and the territory algorithm A variant of
the territory algorithm has been implemented, ombining the territory algorithm and the test of
usefulness. The idea is to rene the territory algorithm by saving from elimination some potential
non-useless uts with the test of usefulness. When the set of points P jt of a ut j is empty, the
suggested method is the following:
 Apply the test of usefulness to ut j and denote by (x, y) its solution.
 If y ≤ 0, delete the ut, it was atually useless.
 If y > 0, keep the ut and set: P jt = {x}, so that it has a new territory.
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Figure 5: Cuts and territories
Figure 6: Transfer of a point x from P 1t to P
3
t
Figure 7: Elimination of a non-useless ut, ut 1
7 Numerial results
7.1 Case study
The main features of our ase study are presented in table 1. The program used is C♯, the solver
Dimension of the state xt 19
Number of zones 1
Number of storages 1
Number of ontrats 18
Number of time steps 365
Number of realizations of d at time t 10
Table 1: Case study
used is Cplex v12.2 and the tests have been performed on a pi-proessor omputer with a 2.13
GHz quad-ore CPU and 16 GByte main memory. In the numerial tests that we have realized,
we ompare three methods. In the rst, there is no seletion of the uts. In the seond, the
territory algorithm is performed and in the third, the ombination of the territory algorithm and
the test of usefulness is performed. See pages 20 and 21 the dierent graphs and tables for the
numerial results.
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Note that we distinguish an optimization phase and a simulation phase. The algorithm is run
during the optimization phase. No onvergene test is realized during this phase. The optimiza-
tion phase takes into aount the time needed to selet the uts. During the simulation phase,
we ompute the solutions assoiated with 1000 dierent senarios of demand. Like onvergene
tests, this phase is only omposed of forward passes.
7.2 Comparison of methods of seleting uts, without initialization of
the algorithm
Optimality uts Figure 10 shows the evolution of the number of ane minorants. As was
expeted, the number of uts is the smallest with the territory algorithm and the largest when
there is no seletion of the uts. Figure 12 shows the mean number of uts per time step after
the 500 iterations of the algorithm. More preisely, gure 11 represents the number of uts for
eah time step of the problem. We observe that when there is a seletion, the number of uts is
diretly linked to the size of the area of the state spae whih has been explored. The territory
algorithm enables to divide by 10 the number of uts, yet a small loss of information has to
be observed sine the forward ost is slightly higher than the forward ost when no seletion is
realized. Figure 13 shows the forward ost with respet to the number of hyperplanes for the
three methods. It appears that the territory algorithm provides the most eient representation
of the value funtion, with the smallest number of uts.
Forward ost Figure 14 shows the evolution of the forward ost when no initialization is
performed. The number of iterations of the algorithm is xed to 500. The forward ost is
dereasing at similar rates for the three methods.
Computation time Table 15 shows the time needed to run eah of the three methods. The
length of the optimization phase is of the same order for the territory algorithm and when
there is no seletion. On the ontrary, the ombination of the territory algorithm and the test
of usefulness takes muh time, sine the seletion of uts requires the solving of many linear
problems. The ombination of the territory algorithm and the test of usefulness is ineient
during the optimization phase.
The length of the simulation phase is diretly linked to the number of hyperplanes, sine there
are only forward passes. Consequently, the simulation phase is muh shorter with the territory
algorithm than with the other methods.
7.3 Results with an initialization of the algorithm
We have realized the same tests with an initialization of the algorithm. The initialization phase
inludes 100 iterations with a demand equal to its mean value. After this phase, we realize 400
iterations of the algorithm with the lassial method.
Optimality uts Figure 16 shows the evolution of the number of optimality uts, whih is lose
to the number of optimality uts when there is no initialization. Figure 17 shows the number
of uts at eah time step. Figure 18 shows the mean number of uts per time step. As shown
by gure 19, the territory algorithm, used with an initialization still provides the most eient
representation of value funtion.
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Forward ost Figure 20 shows the evolution of the forward ost. After 500 iterations, the
dierene between the forward and the bakward ost is about ve times smaller with an ini-
tialization as without, as shown by gure 9 (the bakward ost being equal to approximately 12
350). Note that it is normal that the ost does not derease after eah iteration, sine the forward
ost is only an approximation of the real ost of the strategy assoiated with the omputed value
funtions. The initialization is very eient and permits to start with smaller values, for the
three methods.
Computation time The times of omputation assoiated with the optimization and the sim-
ulation phases are shown in table 21. The omputation times are similar to the ase without
initialization, whereas muh more aurate solutions have been obtained.
Note that the initialization phase is not suient to solve the stohasti problem, sine a
large area of the spae state is overed by the dierent possible trajetories. See gure 8, whih
shows the trajetories followed by the stok of gas for dierent senarios, after the solving of the
problem.
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8 Conlusion
We have presented a gas portfolio management problem, solved with the SDDP algorithm. We
have foused on methods of seleting the most relevant uts. We have proposed a territory
algorithm whih eliminates useless uts and an exat test of usefulness, whih is tratable (but
ineient) when assoiated with the territory algorithm.
The numerial results show rst the great advantage of using the initialization of the algorithm
desribed setion 5. With this tehnique, the forward ost dereases very quikly at the rst
iterations, and we an obtain more aurate solutions to the problem.
Seondly, the onvergene of the forward ost is similar for three methods (without seletion,
the territory algorithm and the ombination with the test of usefulness), whether or not there
is an initialization. It appears that the seletion of uts has only a small impat on the value
of forward osts and on the time of the optimization phase. On the ontrary, the number of
hyperplanes an be divided by 10 with an eient seletion, like the territory algorithm, whih is
of great interest if a long simulation phase is performed or if many forward passed are performed
during onvergene tests. Let us reall also that seleting uts allows to avoid memory problems
when omputing aurate solutions.
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Results without initialization of the algorithm
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Figure 10: Evolution of the mean number of
optimality uts
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Figure 11: Number of optimality uts at
eah time step
Without seletion 490
Territory algorithm 220
Combination of territory algorithm 55
and test of usefulness
Figure 12: Mean number of uts per time step after 500 iterations
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Figure 13: Forward ost with respet to the
mean number of uts
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Figure 14: Evolution of the forward ost
with respet to the number of iterations
Optimization phase Simulation phase
Without seletion 543 s 798 s
Territory algorithm 690 s 168 s
Combination of territory algorithm 2 181 s 382 s
and test of usefulness
Figure 15: Computation time during optimization and simulation phases
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Results with an initialization of the algorithm
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Figure 16: Evolution of the mean number of
optimality uts
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Figure 17: Number of optimality uts at
eah time step
Without seletion 490
Territory algorithm 275
Combination of territory algorithm 84
and test of usefulness
Figure 18: Mean number of uts per time step after 500 iterations
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Figure 19: Forward ost with respet to the
mean number of uts
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Figure 20: Evolution of the forward ost
with respet to the number of iterations
Optimization phase Simulation phase
Without seletion 772 s 649 s
Territory algorithm 792 s 205 s
Combination of territory algorithm 2 090 s 408 s
and test of usefulness
Figure 21: Computation time during optimization and simulation phases
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